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Reduce 
Warranty Claims 

by as much  
as 75% 

via proactive  
service strategies

Enable Dealer/
Distributor 
Networks 

through the dealer 
portal

Facilitate 
Vendor Claims

by identifying 
supplier-warrantied 

items

Manage Risk
with greater visibility 
to warranty exposure

Service Management has enabled us to reduce warranty claims 
by 75%. The proactivity of our people out in the field and the 
ability to monitor and stay on top of things has driven our 
warranty claims down.

Ted Martin 
Warranty/Service Manager, Landoll Corporation
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Leading manufacturers today know that Field Service Organizations (FSOs) play a vital role in revenue 
and brand management — repair and support technicians often get more face time with your 
customer than your sales or marketing people do. “The link between happy customers and future 
revenue opportunities is clear,” says Aly Pinder Jr. in Service Revenue: Unearth an Untapped Stream  
of Dollars.i

Many manufacturers use third-parties such as dealers, distributors or service contractors to make their 
FSOs more cost-effective. Any gaps in an FSO’s service offering can be successfully filled by these 
service providers, whether for extra capacity, skills or distant/remote areas. 

The big challenge is to communicate effectively with these providers, so costs stay low and the extra 
support is a help, not a hindrance.

Warranty Claim Management

RMB’s Warranty Claim App provides workflow management and claims processing tools to make 
communicating with your third parties more efficient and accurate. The manufacturer maintains 
visibility and control over processes, even while they work with independent service providers as a 
mobile workforce. 

The system enables manufacturers to provide rapid and high-quality service, even at peak times, or in 
hard-to-reach locations across the Americas, Great Britain, Europe and Asia.

Warranty Claim Workflow

RECEIVE JOBS THIRD PARTY DISPATCH SEND JOB TO 
TECHNICIAN

PERFORM SERVICE CREDIT THIRD PARTY COMPLETE WORK 
ORDER

CHECK PARTS & TOOLS

CHECK SKILLS
& AVAILABILITY

i. Aly Pinder Jr. “Service Revenue: Unearth an Untapped Stream of Dollars.” Aberdeen Group. May 2015.
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Benefits for manufacturers:

• Accurate reporting on FSO revenues, costs, warranty cost 

• Reduced paperwork/faster processing

• Significantly reduced calls from dealers

• Better tracking of product/part quality issues

• Work with trusted/credentialed dealers only

• Integrate with existing business management systems

Benefits for service providers:

• Online portal for submitting claims and checking claim status

• Easy-to-use, efficient workflows designed specifically for the typical technician

• Streamlined scheduling/dispatching with view on all jobs and statuses 

• Web-based solution, mobile-friendly

• Faster claim processing and payment

Features

Cloud-based

• RMB Solutions Warranty Claim App is an online solution, available 24/7, from any device  
or computer

Integrated to ERP

• Integrated customer master file: Eliminating customer name and address inconsistencies

• Integrated product and parts: Only valid serial and part numbers can be used
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• Integrated claims processing and payments: Transfer data from work order to credit memo for 
faster/more accurate claims processing and automatically update Accounts Receivable

• Integrated RMA for parts returns: Technicians know immediately when defective parts are 
required for return

• Integrated vendor claims: Transfer data from RMA for faster, more accurate claims processing 
and vendor warranty cost recovery

Real-time views/reporting

• Both planners/managers and technicians see the most up-to-date information (while connected to 
the internet)

• See an end-to-end snapshot of jobs and claims to understand how the network is functioning and 
measure performance

• Integrated data warehouse, for quick creation of custom reports using tools such as Microsoft 
Excel, Microsoft Power BI or Qlik

• Service Management also comes with a complete set of reports for understanding total  
warranty costs
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360-degree view of job status

Customer Service Agents can see a complete history of the claim with important details  
immediately available.

Online product registration

Technicians can quickly register any unregistered products while in the field for improved marketing 
and communications, such as recall notification.

Easy-to-use workflows

Technicians need only use one page on the web form (no need to change tabs.) The workflow enables 
capture of symptom, problem and resolution. As part of the resolutions, it also enables the capture of 
parts replaced, labor used and expenses associated with the resolution. To further support the claim, 
the technician can attach photos or other supporting documents and can log as many supporting 
notes as required to tell the story.

“The beauty of this is that we’re not paying for warranties that are the vendors’ 
responsibility. Now they have the onus of proving there was customer abuse, or a 
warranty term broken before they can get their funds.”

Ted Martin
Warranty/Service Manager, Landoll Corporation
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Service workflow

The workflow form was designed specifically for mobile devices.

Parts used listed

Easily view the parts required for a service call with part validation for clean and accurate data. Parts 
can be prescribed to the FSO during dispatch or the FSO can enter parts during the service call, or 
both. User configurable instructional messages can be added to guide your users through the process.
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Labor

Easily view the labor expended to complete the service call. Pre-approved labor can be prescribed 
to the FSO during dispatch or the FSO can enter actual labor during the service call, or both. User 
configurable instructional messages can be added to guide your users through the process.

Online claims portal

• Dealers can see the status of their claims by logging into the online portal

• Claims requiring action on their part are shown immediately for more effective scheduling  
and dispatching

• The portal dramatically reduces the number of calls made to your service centers
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Summary

The RMB Solutions Warranty Claim App is a robust, high speed, high volume tool that manufacturers 
can provide to their third-party service organizations to expedite the processing of service requests. 
The app enables the third-party service provider to expedite all aspects of the service engagement 
from your customers’ initial request to warranty validation to approval and reimbursement of a claim 
(if appropriate.) The customer experience is maintained at the highest level of satisfaction and every 
step of the process is captured, enabling the identification of trends and supporting a proactive quality 
assurance/quality improvement program.

For more information

To get a personalized demonstration of how Service Management can help you improve profitability 
in your service department, contact RMB Solutions at sales@rmbsolutions.net or at 770-643-9284.

RMB Solutions

Our sole focus is the development and delivery of industry-leading Service Management solutions. For 
more information, visit www.rmbsolutions.net.

“WIth RMB Service Management, Call Center agents can look up warranty 
and inventory information in real-time. They are now responding to customer 
requests for quotes within hours.”

Cesar A. Badillo
IT Project Leader, Hussmann Corporation


